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been compelled to come out and fight. Unfortunately, the
British were too obsessed by the defensive. Naturally, they
paid for it: the war was prolonged : numbers of lives were
needlessly sacrificed : in the end, defeat was brought very
near by the German submarine campaign. How could the
British expect to maintain their reputation ?
One pace to the rear is the start of a hundred. The British
Navy lost its renown and, at the Washington Conference,
was forced to relinquish the supremacy it had held for a
hundred years.
(2) Supremacy at Sea Relinquished
For many years England maintained her Navy at a two-
power standard ; that is to say, at a strength equal to that
of the next two strongest Powers combined. The overthrow
of Germany gave her no respite, for she was confronted with
a challenge from America, and her shouts of victory turned
to cries of anxiety and distress. The challenge was the
American naval programme of 1916, which provided for the
construction of 10 battleships, 6 battle-cruisers, 10 cruisers,
117 destroyers, many submarines, and 13 special service
vessels. As against this, England had left off building battle-
ships in 1914, she had stopped the construction of three of
the six battle-cruisers laid down in 1915 and 1916, and had
only built a few light cruisers and smaller ships. Although
she had the larger Navy, many of her ships had grown old
during the War and would be no match for the new ones
of America. The relative positions of the two countries
were entirely altered. England had either to abandon
the policy to which she had adhered for several hundred
years, or to start building on a scale similar to that of
America. That is what it amounted to.
Object of American naval expansion.
Clearly to understand the reason for America's vast
naval programme, it is necessary to appreciate her attitude
to the British Navy, which I will endeavour to explain.
The first consideration in framing the programme
was Germany. In 1916, the year of its inception and
the second year of the War, Germany was still the second
naval Power, and it was feared that by the end of the

